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Due to the size of this section, it has been
separated into three sections in order for it to be
downloaded more quickly.  For instance, “Making
Flower Headbands” is in Section I on page 3, “Bake
Up a Baby Cake is in Section II on page 9 and “Bead
Chic” is in Section III on page 13.
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Making Flower HeadbandsMaking Flower HeadbandsMaking Flower HeadbandsMaking Flower HeadbandsMaking Flower Headbands
This bright and whimsical headband is easy to make and a

pleasure to wear.

Instructions:
• Cut  four  five- petal flower shapes out of the felt
• Fold each flower shape in half
• Lay flowers on top of one another as if closing the top of cardboard box
• Sew flowers together
• Fluff flower.  If you want to add a center, sew on a button or other embellishment.
• After making 3 flowers, glue them onto the headband.  For extra strength, sew them on as well.

COURTESY:  Laura Bray
katydid designs

www.katydid-designs.com
www.katydiddys.blogspot.com

Tools & Supplies:
     Felt
     Thread
     Needle

Scissors
Buttons (Optional)
Headband

We encounter a spectrum of emotions over
the course of a lifetime. These emotions are

triggered by the events in which we come across.
We often find ourselves in difficult situations that
are very personal. You may find yourself coping
with these heart wrenching events in various
stages. Perhaps you may need a creative way to
release the stress, anger, sadness or frustration
you may feel.

I would like to introduce “My Life Journey:  Healing
through the Art of Scrapbooking.”

When we plan to scrapbook, we focus on wed-
dings, birthdays, and vacations. Often, we skip
unpleasant moments in our lives because of the
pain it causes rather than embracing and preserv-
ing those memories in our creative expression.

Research shows that using creative outlets improves
mental health and emotional well being. Taking the
steps to preserving your memories will enhance self-
esteem, and deepen the journey of self discovery.

I am a social worker who advocates improving the
quality of life for all who have encountered troubling
times in through the lives. I offer “My Life Journey” as
a workshop, seminar, or monthly support group to help
others understand the importance of developing
lifebooks/scrapbooks in order to preserve lasting
memories while healing. By combining art, writing,
poetry and journaling, participants will learn the effects
scrapbooking has on the healing process of traumatic
experiences. Participants will be able to bring mo-
ments to life while cherishing memories.

COURTESY:  Tyleen Caffrey
Social Worker and Independent Consultant
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On the Rebound: Old Book
Covers Get a Second Chance

Here is an easy way to re-purpose vintage book
covers for pennies on the dollar. It also makes a
perfect keepsake for your travels! These journals are

great when
space is at a
minimum but
you still
need a
journal that
can handle
more than
just short
notes.

This blank
book is designed to be easy to carry yet still have
plenty of room for your thoughts!  Making a text block
can be time consuming and take hours of hand stitch-
ing. Not any more, with the Your Story™ from Provo
Craft you can create in just minutes. Advanced Book
artists and novices alike will enjoy!

Live Out Loud: Canvas Covered Journal

This book is to keep in your purse or pocket for handy
access to jot down phone numbers, names and other
information. It’s also handy when you want to write
down ideas and random thoughts while on the run.

Stylish and unique, it is a great replacement for the
shards of paper that get lost all too often. What better
way to keep track of all of your adventures and discov-
eries? The covers are made using the Yudu™, Ready-
to-Go!® Blank Canvas
Book and EarthSafe
Finishes Shimmer Gel
Medium.

COURTESY:  Lauren Ferguson
Everything Altered, LLC

www.everythingaltered.com

Supplies:
• Simplicity Rotary

Cutting machine
• Cutting mat and

hand rotary cutter
• Simplicity Studio

“leftie rightie” ruler
• Boye knitting

needle size 11
• Boye crochet hook

size H
• 1 1/2 yards of

cotton 45" wide
fabric

• 1/2 yard of solid
coordinating 45" fabric

• Decorative button
• Scissors, needle, thread and fabric glue

1 Cut all fabric into 3/4" strips with rotary cutter and
join like fabrics together with glue or needle and
thread or cut slit method.  Cast on 18 stitches using
the garter stitch, knit until you have a piece 18" in
length.
2 Cast off and crochet both tail ends into the body
of the purse to hide.
3 Lay flat and fold up the bottom (short end) approx-
imately 6".
4 Crochet sides together with strip of fabric with a
single crochet stitch. Knot and crochet tails into seam.
5 Beginning at one side; crochet length of contrast-
ing fabric with a chain stitch for handle (stop at
desired length, approximately 24"). Connect to oppo-
site side and crochet tails into side seams. Tie off and
crochet tail into bag to hide.
6 With contrasting fabric strips, chain stitch approxi-
mately 10 stitches and join to beginning loop, con-
tinue until you have desired number of loops. Leave
tail to tie onto bag.  Sew decorative button to center
of flower if desired.

Optional: Crochet with chain stitch (approximately 5
stitches) around the flap, joining it to the flap’s edge
every fourth stitch. Tie off and crochet tail ends into
the inside side seams.

COURTESY:  Michele Muska
Simplicity Creative Group

www.simplicity.com

Knitted & Crocheted Purse
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Sponge Painting on FabricSponge Painting on FabricSponge Painting on FabricSponge Painting on FabricSponge Painting on Fabric

COURTESY:  Ava Lynne Green
Terri's Yarns and Crafts

www.terrisyarnsandcrafts.com

When the kids are complaining that they are bored on
the next rainy day, grab your acrylic paints, textile
medium, dimensional fabric paint, sponges (both sea
and compressed), some t-shirts or cotton fabric, and
have fun together. You’ll also need some pieces of
cardboard for a base, plastic wrap or garbage bags, an
old plate or small pieces of foil to use as a palette,
masking tape, popsicle sticks, paper towels, and water.

Cover the cardboard with the plastic wrap or garbage
bags. This keeps the paint from sticking to the card-
board. Stick the cardboard inside the shirt and fold the
sleeves to the back, out of the way. If you are working
with a flat piece of fabric, tape it down on the plastic
covered surface.

Squeeze a little paint onto your palette. Mix about half
as much textile medium into the paint with a popsicle
stick. You can add a drop or two of water if you want to
thin the paint a little, just not too much. Now, you are
ready to sponge paint.

If you want a lacy, random background, use a damp sea
sponge. Dip it into the paint and dab it on the palette to
get rid of gobs of paint on the surface. Then lightly press
the sponge onto your fabric. Turn the sponge randomly
to keep it from looking too “rigid.” Dip the sponge in the
paint if it gets too light or add another color.

To add some shapes to your painting, cut shapes out of
the compressed sponge. These come in thin sheets.
Draw your shape on the sponge and cut it out with
regular scissors. You can cut letters, geometric shapes,
or even two shapes connected by a thin piece of
sponge (think of a spray of leaves). When you put the
sponge shapes in water they expand, and you have a
sponge stamp. Here I have 2 sizes of leaf shapes and a
circle. To make the
design in the picture,
use the larger leaf
shape and light green
to randomly make a
background of leaves.
Clean the sponge and
add some darker
green to make a few
more leaves. Be sure to leave space for the flowers.

Use the smaller leaf shape to make flower petals
with the circle as the center. Dip the sponge into a
light color and then add just a little bit of a darker
color on one edge as an accent. You can add more
leaves to fill in areas when you have your flowers
done if you want. Clean the sponges with soap and
water.  Make sure you get as much of the paint out
as possible.  Let the sponges dry, and you can reuse
them on another project.

When you have finished your design, add details
with the dimensional paint. Outline the flowers, add
squiggles - whatever and however much you want.
Let your painting stay on the cardboard overnight to
dry. Remove it, turn it wrong side out and press it
with a slightly warm iron. Wait a week before wash-
ing your masterpiece, but it is machine washable
and dryable on a gentle cycle.

Use your imagination to find ways to use the art-
work. Make a pillow. Frame a picture. Decorate the
edge of a piece of fabric and use it to make a skirt,
curtains, or tablecloth.
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The Klic-N-Kut Digital Die Cutter has opened
up a world of possibilities, not only for those

who do scrapbooking and card making, but also
for hobbyists interested in building models, cutting
vinyl, or anyone who wants to create unique deco-
rations and gifts.  The Klic-N-Kut will cut a wide
range of materials from paper to chipboard, from
fabric to balsa wood, from vinyl to styrene.  The
list below presents 101 ideas for using the Klic-N-
Kut, but owners are only limited by the number of
hours in a day and their own imagination!

Cut shapes and letters from any of the follow-
ing materials:

1 Paper
2 Cardstock
3 Chipboard
4 Vellum
5 Poster Board
6 Craft Foam
7 Styrene
8 Balsa Wood
9 Birch Wood
10 Fabric
11 Felt
12 Magic Mesh
13 Shrinky Dink

Plastic
14 Flexible

Acrylic
15 Clear Rubber for stamps
16 Embossing Rubber
17 Cling Vinyl for Children’s Crafts
18 Vinyl for Signs or Etching
19 Non-Permanent Wall Vinyl
20 T-Shirt Transfer Vinyl
21 Aluminum Foil and Copper Foil
22 Tin Coated Pewter
23 Grungeboard
24 Double-Sided Adhesive Sheets
25 Thin Magnetic Sheets
26 Tissue Paper from Gift Bags
27 Mylar for Stencils
28 Transparency Plastic

101 Uses for a Klic-N-Kut Digital Die Cutter

Hobbyists use the Klic-N-Kut for the following
applications:

29 3-D Shadowing on Shapes and Titles
30 Blocking Templates for Layouts and Cards
31 Borders for Scrapbook Pages
32 Dashed Lines Inside the Edges of Die Cuts
33 Die Cuts from Dingbat Fonts
34 Dry Embossing on Paper, Vellum, Cardstock
35 Embellishments for Mini-Albums
36 Engraving on Acrylic Albums
37 Faux Decorative-Edged Scissors
38 Inserts for Nameplates and Other Frames
39 Library Pockets
40 Models of Buildings
41 Models of Planes, Cars, etc.
42 Openings for Iris Folding Cards
43 Overlays for Scrapbook Pages
44 Paper Piecing Die Cuts
45 Perfect-Sized Mats for Photos and Journaling
46 Pop-up Album Pages
47 Pop-up cards
48 Print and Cut Clipart
49 Punching Holes for Dutch Paper Crafting
50 Punching Holes for Paper Embroidery
51 Railroad Modeling
52 Scalloped Shapes
53 Scan, Trace, and Cut Rubber Stamp Designs
54 Sewing/Quilting Templates
55 Shaker Boxes in Any Shape
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56 Shaped Greeting Cards
57 Shaped Mini-Albums
58 Silhouettes from Photos
59 Simulated Lace
60 Tags
61 Titles for Scrapbook Pages with Outline Mats
62 Titles Written with Gel Pens
63 Trace-Your-Own Punches
64 Window Cards
65 Word Books

The Klic-N-Kut provides many gift-giving and
entertainment applications:

66 Cupcake Wrappers
67 Custom Shaped Confetti
68 Holiday Decorations
69 Invitations for Weddings, Birthdays, etc.
70 Large

Letters/
Numbers for
Party Deco
rations

71 Linked
Shapes to
Make a
Banner

72 Centerpieces for Tables
73 Party Favor Boxes
74 Party Hats
75 Stencils for the Tops of Baked Goods
76 Altered Paint Can Templates
77 Bookmarks
78 Customized Labels for Jars
79 Cutting Vinyl for Etching Glass, Crystal,

Mirrors, etc.
80 Custom-Sized Envelopes
81 Fold-up Boxes
82 Fold-up Gift Bags
83 Fold-up Money Cards
84 Personalized Name Tags
85 Placecards for Dinner Parties
86 Vinyl for Decorating Dishes and Cups
87 Frames for Photos
88 Gift Tags
89 Items for Shadowboxes

And, finally, some great ideas for kids and
teenagers:

90 Engraving on Trophy Plates
91 Monograms or Other Personalization
92 Stencils for Painting
93 Custom Stickers
94 Cut Outs for School Projects
95 Paper Dolls and Clothes
96 Jigsaw Puzzles from Photos
97 Tangrams
98 T-Shirt Transfer Vinyl for Decorating

Clothes
99 Vinyl for Suntan Tattoos
100 Vinyl for Decorating Flip-Flops, Sun Vi-

sors, etc.
101 Door Hangers

COURTESY:  Sandy McCauley
Accugraphic Sales, Inc.

www.iloveknk.com

Fusible Fabric AppliquéFusible Fabric AppliquéFusible Fabric AppliquéFusible Fabric AppliquéFusible Fabric Appliqué
CardsCardsCardsCardsCards

Use fusible web and cotton fabric to decorate
hand-made cards.  Use a pattern or learn to
cut freehand shapes.

Trace desired shapes and iron fusible web to
back of fabric.  Cut out on lines.  Arrange

shapes as desired
on front of card and
fuse.  Use pigment
pen to add pen
stitching embel-
lishment.  The
fusible web keeps
the fabric edges
from raveling.

COURTESY:  Laura
West Kong

Author & Designer
www.laurawestkong.com



Modern SurrealistModern SurrealistModern SurrealistModern SurrealistModern Surrealist
Modern Surrealist has been providing individualized, fantastical and customizable gifts which enrich
the lives of customers all around the globe since 2005. Modern Surrealist features eclectic
collections of inspired handmade giftware that celebrates your individuality with humor and heart!

How did you come up with that idea?
“Some ideas are expansions of previous ideas, others just come out of the blue or are inspired by
looking at random everyday things in a different way. One idea leads to the next, so the collection
seems to be ever expanding! I get inspired by requests from customers too! Looking for a custom
creation? I invite your inspiration.”

COURTESY:  Marisa Pawelko
Modern Surrealist

www.modernsurreallist.com

Pam Damour, The Decorating Diva, teaches classes all over the country; however, you
can also purchase many of her topics as DVDs from her website.  She demonstrated
Mastering Miters in one segment for “Creative Living.”

110 Magic Miters, Hems & More! $25

When a sewing teacher says, “miter,” immediately most of the students in the class get this glazed over look!
Miters are scary, until you understand them! Let Pam Damour, the decorating diva walk you though a maze of
miters, as well as some helpful tips on hemming, and using sewing templates.  Topics to be covered include:

    * Mitered hem
    * Lined mitered hem
    * Mitered banding
    * Mitered flanges
    * 10mm rolled hem
    * Topstitched hems
    * Blind Hems
    * Bias binding hem
    * Misc. Workroom Techniques & Tips
    * Zipper insertion
    * Using workroom templates
    * Matching patterns
    * Covering a mounting board

Using these techniques will give a sewer the confidence that usually it
takes years of experience to achieve!

COURTESY:  Pam Damour
The Decorating Diva
www.pamdamour.com

Mastering Miters
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